nity was looking at itself, and all it saw was contradictions and deep cracks. The novel had to become a novel-essay, because the essay, as stated in Adorno's "The Essay as Form," "challenges the ideal of clara et distincta perception and indubitable certainty" and should be "interpreted as a protest against the four rules established by Descartes' Discourse on Method at the beginning of Modern Western science and its theory" (28).
Ch. 2 traces the development of the novel-essay. Formally, the genre became characterized by "an effect of suspension, dilation, rarefaction, and, in some cases, even of an explosion of the plot" (38) and anticipated the major experiments of modernism: "the breakup of the plot [and] the subversion of narrative time" (38) . From Against Nature to Thomas Mann's The Magic Mountain (1924) , the novel-essay challenges the Bildungsroman, a form called to legitimize "the ideological paradigm of modernity" (42). And in Mann's novel (itself a Bildung), Ercolino explains, "the farewell to the Bildungsroman is definitive" (42): "never a Bildung had been so rich and complete; never a Bildung had been so useless" (44). Mann made clear that the Bildungsroman had become impossible: there was no ideology to adhere to, no path to follow. He did so by introducing the essay into the novel: "tens of pages are not really necessary to explore Naphta's pedagogy of terror . . . with nerve-wracking dialogic and reported-speech essays" (46). The information the essays bring serves no purpose: it is "no longer possible to truly learn anything in the age of abundance" (47). And in this sense, the essay, in "its genre indeterminateness" (48), mimes the awareness of a lost absolute. Yet, as argued in Musil's "On the Essay," the essay satisfies both the recognition of indeterminacy and "the sore need for unity and meaning manifested in the shattered Europe of the fin de siècle" (54). As a result, the novel-essay can respond to socio-historical circumstances by combining the recognition of indeterminateness and "the strain of universality" (52). This latter strain constitutes the raison d'être of the novel-essay; to demonstrate this, Ercolino analyzes novels that only seem to fall under the category of the novel-essay, in an egregious critical move that definitely defines the genre: "the presence of the essay in a novel is not enough for it to be defined as a novel-essay" (75), and neither is the presence of a cast of characters that represent different or opposite ideologies in conversation. The difference is in the function of these features. In Dostoevsky, for example, both features are given preeminence, but there is never a need for ideas and ideologies to converge into a dialectical synthesis. In Dostoevsky "any dialectical synthesis . . . becomes impossible. This is exactly what does not happen in the novel-essay" (73). In fact, we are facing "two substantially opposed modalities in literature" (75): the novel-essay, which emerged in France and Germany, "answered the crisis with synthesis and closure" (75), while the Russian polyphonic novel answered the crisis "with polyphony and openness" (75). For Ercolino, "form is always political" (78), and a novel's specific formal ends depend completely on their socio-historical context. Book Reviews Ch. 3 opens by discussing Musil's The Man without Qualities (1943) . Musil used the essay "to explore the shapeless territory of the 'nonratioid,' the territory from which any rational certainty is banned, but which insistently demands to be investigated" (83). He called it the "other condition" (84), of which "essayism is the equivalent" (85). The "other condition" is yet another try at univocal meaning; what it is "is neither an objective nor a subjective state. It is, rather, an indistinctness of the object and the subject -a sort of cognitive loop that seems to anticipate contemporary theories on the extended mind" (89). Musil was trying to solve the unsolvable puzzles that trapped Western thought, of which the worst was, for him, language's (loss of) referentiality. He attempted to create an "interplay between mimesis and philosophy" (90), trying to merge what had been irredeemably split since Plato's Republic -the novel pertaining to mimesis (particularity), and the essay, with its strain for universality, to philosophy. This interplay, embodied in the novel-essay, is constituted by code leaps that jump back and forth between mimesis and philosophy, inserting itself in "a vein of philosophical mimesis" (93) that gained ground in modern literature, starting with Stendhal and Balzac, when "the novel began to compete with the great philosophical systems of German Idealism in the representation of the 'extensive totality of life'" (94). Yet, again, the novel-essay differs from previous and other attempts at philosophical mimesis. Take, for example, Voltaire's Candide. In it, "the entire narration is monologically oriented toward the mere denigration of Leibniz's metaphysics . . . [It lacks] the overt morphological hybridity of the novel-essay, as well as its sprawling speculative restlessness" (93). Or take Sartre's Nausea, known to embody "the bleak anthropocentrism and desperate solipsism of Sartrian existentialist philosophy" (99). Nausea is not a novel-essay because it lacks "a sufficiently high degree of abstraction" (97). The presence of Roquentin's "I" is overwhelming; everything is subjectivized; and concept is "almost never in the foreground" (97). The same applies to Proust's In Search of Lost Time. Proust's use of the essay is far more circuitous than a novel-essayist's. Swann's Way is "an example of intermittent essayism: a peculiar essayistic variety, which is very close to the aphorism and [in contrast with the novel-essay] is designed not to interfere with diegesis" (98). Moreover, Proust's "aesthetics of indirectness . . . is incompatible with the overtly declared conceptual dimension of the novel-essay" (100), namely the striving for synthesis. When all modernity had recognized the "shattered totality of life . . . as decadence" (103) and "the fragmentation of reality and meaning" (104) had been universally conceptualized, what really distinguished the novel-essay as a specific genre of modernist production was that it consciously struggled to achieve totality, remaining "the only genre of the modernist novel still able to approach [Nietzsche's] grand style" (106). And, in Ercolino's estimation, Broch's The Sleepwalkers (1931) represents "one of the most significant attempts of grand-style in twentiethcentury literature" (114). It adopts the features of the novel-essay and opens up to the philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein, who "had expelled ethics and meta-physics from the domain of philosophical reflection" (108). This, for Broch, meant that "the novel had to gather the 'immense metaphysical remainder'" after the "cleansing of metaphysics from philosophy" and to "give literary expression to those irrational experiences that philosophy was by then neglecting" (108). But, again, how does a novel like The Sleepwalkers differ from another historical novel like Tolstoy's War and Peace? While Tolstoy "had anticipated by about 15 years the essayistic turn that would occur in French literature in the last quarter of the nineteenth century," the essay, in Tolstoy's novel, "does not perform a symbolic function" (131). Tolstoy was not looking for synthesis. What he wanted was "to write an 'aristocratic' novel which strengthened both the national consciousness . . . and the class ties of the landowning aristocracy" (131). The Sleepwalkers, "on the contrary, had a critical, delegitimizing ambition. . . . One cannot reduce literary form to mere morphology. . . . War and Peace and The Sleepwalkers belong to different historical periods . . . and respond to opposite symbolic needs" (132).
Ch. 4 deals with Thomas Mann's Doctor Faustus (1947) . Adrian, the protagonist, is a composer who must confront "the exhaustion of musical language" (135). To do this, he has three options: parody, "a Hegelian 'end of art,'" or "the 'world text,' . . . the encyclopedic aggregate, the synthetic-totalizing work" (136). He chooses the third, but to do so signs a "desperate pact with the devil [which] is the consequence of the stifling demand of newness made by modernity, of its teleology of advancement" (137). So Doctor Faustus becomes an attack on the idea of the "synthetic-totalizing work," or, better yet, represents the auto-explosion of said project. Specifically, in the novel, Mann "seems to gather the conclusions that Adorno himself [in Philosophy of Modern Music] refused to draw out, . . . passing a thorny ideological ruling . . . against the avant-garde in general" (140). Adrian's existential parabola becomes "an explicit allegory of Germany that had sold its soul to Hitler and Nazism" (142) , and so comes the auto-explosion of the novel-essay, as a novel like Doctor Faustus is unable to withstand its own critique, and the novel-essay becomes "the morphological and symbolic crystallization of the failed project of modernity" (147). The point about the auto-explosion in the finale of Ercolino's study is an insight not only into a previously undefined literary genre but also into a general dynamics of modernity: "the novel-essay seems to have been the only novel genre able to think modernity to the end" (147).
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